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Preface by Carl Th. Dreyer:

In the play »Gertrud« the author Hjalmar Söderberg strikes a triad which will no doubt resound in the hearts of many women. When the play was performed at Stockholm it appeared that the performances were mainly attended by young ladies, and it was said that most of them had tears in their eyes when they left the theatre.

Now, as to the motion picture, I hope that the young ladies will succeed in persuading their husbands to join them in seeing the film. Maybe it will give the men a little prick of conscience, but such a prick is usually not a bad thing. What is the film about, then?

Not about sex, anyway, but about love and — passion.

That reminds me of three verses by the British poet Richard Aldington; they read as follows:

»A man or woman might die for love
and be glad in dying.
But who would die for sex?«

Carl Th. Dreyer.
The Plot

Gertrud is a young opera singer who owing to her charm and talents won many friends among the Bohemians in Stockholm at the time. For some years intimate relations existed between her and the famous writer Gabriel Lidman whom the university students and all young people admired, considering him the Poet of Love. Then Gertrud broke the connection with Lidman and after some time married Kanning, an advocate of the Supreme Court and an early friend of Lidman.

Gertrud wanted a married life in harmony and she devotes all her time to her husband and her home. Still, she is not happy. She has
a feeling that Kanning's striving for a political career will make it impossible for him to give her the kind of love that precedes anything else, and she feels more and more lonely in her marriage.

Then she meets a young composer with whom she falls ardently in love. She thinks she has finally found a man who wants love above all, like she does. But she has mistaken him. He unveils himself to her, and when she realizes his true wretched character she understands that he is not worthy of her love.

Gertrud retires from the Society of Stockholm and settles far away in the village where she was born. She has chosen the tragedy of solitude, and she realizes the truth of the words which Gabriel Lidman once wrote:

»I believe in the carnal desire and in the irremediable loneliness of man.«
Gertrud by Hjalmar Söderberg

GERTRUD is an example of the attempts made by modern playwrights (such as O'Neill) to revive the Greek Tragedy by finding something in our view of life which corresponds to the antique belief in avenging gods and an inevitable fate.

Like the heroines of the classical tragedies, Gertrud is confronted by a conflict between duty and feelings, between her self-respect and her passionate love for a man who in every respect is below her.

Her situation is further complicated because of her unreasonable demands for a perfect love from the man she loves: his love to her must precede everything – even his work! Love is all, claims Gertrud, though she knows perfectly well that love may also cause sufferings and misery.

One of Söderberg's most remarkable traits as to his view of love is his freedom from masculine prejudice. He has an extraordinary profound understanding of the thoughts and feelings contained in the female psyche, a feature he had in common with the great British poet D. H. Lawrence. Another thing he had in common with D. H. Lawrence is the masterly poetry of passion, and it goes for both writers that they felt extremely attracted by energetic, enterprising women of action: Such women can permit themselves to live in free relations with the man they love.
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